E46 ecu

From supercharger kits, headers, and exhausts , to suspension and ECU tuning for your E46,
we have it all. Our reputation has been proven on both the street and the track - making Active
Autowerke your go-to choice for BMW E46 3-Series tuning! Notify me when this product is
available: Notify me when this product is available:. Through careful remapping to the DME
Active Autowerke has increased the horsepower and torque by 15 and 12 respectively. Available
for octane we now allow you to maximize your View full product details. Please email, fax or
take a photo Please email, fax or take a photo of the completed form. You can When you push
your powerplant, thermodynamics pushes right back. The toll of high performance is higher
heat load â€” and many stock components begin to complain. This upgraded fan clutch If you
own a E46 NM or E46 M3 and you are experiencing unfamiliar sounds coming from the rear of
your BMW whenever the throttle is being applied, then chances Please email, These Premium
V-Ribbed Belts are designed with aramid fiber loaded These Premium V-Ribbed Belts are
designed with aramid fiber loaded stock Please email, fax or take a photo of Upgrading your E46
radiator will help control water temps on the street or the Variant 1V1: Lowering front: 1. The
Gran Turismo philosophy is to offer a turn key solution in high performance Variant 2V2:
Lowering front: 0. Menu 0. Add to Cart. Title SMG 6-Speed. Variant Type Variant 1 Variant 2
Variant 3. Variant Type Variant 2 Variant 3. Why pay the dealer repair price when we offer a
longer warranty and faster services at a fraction of the cost. The selector below indicates which
parts you need to send us. As with any electronic component ECU failure occurs due to parts
reaching the end of their life span, voltage spikes or because of water damage. Unfortunately,
ECU units are extremely expensive to replace. Our replacement ECUs have a longer warranty
than the original manufacturer and we normally offer faster service than the original
manufacturer. ECU failure can be identified by visual inspection or by reading fault codes from
the vehicle. To read fault codes you need a fault code reader. If you do not have a fault code
reader any garage will be able to read the fault codes for you. Our current response time on
orders is only 24 business hours. The same key can be used in the car and no additional
programming is required. Same day Express Service Optional with each purchase. Step 3: Refit
your ECU. No additional programming is required. Typically as a result of water damage I'm
unsure of the damage to the ECU. We will quote you before we proceed. Faulty ignition driver.
A9 or ECU output stage motor throttle errors or no input signal on the throttle. AA or ECU
electric throttle error of plausibility. All our work comes with a 1-year warranty and free day
technical support! Your Message. Additional FedEx shipping options are available on the
checkout page should you require faster shipping. Shipping options for international shipments
are available on the checkout page. Electrical parts are tested prior to purchase and if returned,
all units will be inspected for burnt components, physical damage and water damage. Returns
will be processed in the order received and may have a greater handling time than order
processing. To issue a return, please follow the instructions in our official return policy. Returns
Electrical parts are tested prior to purchase and if returned, all units will be inspected for burnt
components, physical damage and water damage. Related Products. Select Model. Select
Engine. Select Year. You've just added this product to the cart:. Modern engines have come a
great distance in a very short amount of time. The combination of new technology and better
components, such as, variable valve timing, Valvetronic, and forced induction result in better
performance and increased fuel mileage as compared to the same displacement engines only a
few years ago. All of these advances in performance and fuel mileage are running concurrently
with stringent manufacturer emissions standards. These standards are very restrictive in
nature; power output is greatly affected as a result. In the US, the EPA requires manufacturers
to cover specified major emission control components for the first 8 years or 80, miles. A
manufacturer cannot risk their reputation or their bottom line if they sell a car that has difficulty
passing post-sale emission testing. To meet required standards, a significant margin for error is
built into the calibration, which leaves power on the table. Engine sensors are built to read
within certain tolerances. As these sensors age they will often degrade and the reading sent to
the ECU will vary slightly. In addition to building in flexibility for ailing sensors, manufacturers
are also forced to consider other wear items either from lack of service or neglect. Old spark
plugs, dirty air filters, low grade fuel accidently or intentionally run through the engine are all
taken into consideration when calibrated by the manufacturer. When calibrating an engine,
manufacturers consider all of the above-mentioned factors , which leads to a conservative end
product. OEM calibrations must function in all environments and take in to account countless
variables. This means they are restricted when it comes to performance. However, this also
leaves great room for improvement when recalibrated in the aftermarket. As a result, we are able
to remap the engine calibration settings and focus more on output. This translates to better
drivability, more power output, and often, better fuel economy. As a car is modified from its
stock form, the benefit from remapping becomes increasingly important and more beneficial. As

restrictions are removed by adding cold air intakes, exhausts, headers, cams, et cetera, the
amount of potential airflow is increased; as a result, the torque curve shifts and the ignition
angle, valve timing, and the fuel curve need adjustment. Our performance calibration will
maximize the benefit of your aftermarket parts and maintain drivability. Although manufacturing
has become more precise there is still a large enough inconsistency from one engine to another
affecting performance. It is simply the nature of manufacturing processes that some engines
produce more power than others. This becomes more important and beneficial the more
modified an engine becomes. Custom Calibration. Better part-throttle drivability is also
obtained. Custom software modifications for larger cam shafts or other modifications are also
available. Buy Now. The rev limiter can be set between rpms depending on cam choice. Optional
custom software for larger airflow meters, headers, larger cam shafts and bigger injectors is
available. Custom software modifications for headers or other modifications are also available.
We can also add the SMG shift lights to your 6-speed car. Our Race software was developed
through years of on-track data logging and dyno tuning to extract every last horsepower and
remove all the common problems associated with running a S54 on the race track without
compromising reliability. This software can be customized for stock or fully race built engines.
Custom software modifications for headers or other modifications are available. Custom
software modifications for catless downpipes are also available for off-road use. Custom
software modifications for downpipes and a larger intercooler are also available. Read more. We
have had several EWS failures which prevent the car from running, losing expensive track time.
We know you will be much happier this way. AAF offers a couple of unique options. This means
that AAF can provide a core. This will most likely net a much faster turnaround, and we usually
have some in stock. However the EWS box cannot be simply unplugged. The EWS box doubles
as a starter relay. Your two options are to 1 keep the EWS box plugged in with no wiring
harness changes, or 2 to modify the OEM electrical harness and install an independent starter
relay. Components that can be deleted are items such as the instrument cluster and the key
itself. These items can simply be unplugged and removed with no adverse effects. The Epic
Motorsports Software calibration for the Spec E46 racing class makes a great power increase
typically about 10 HP over stock, but this is NOT a guaranteed number , provides a proper
calibration for the spec race exhaust for this class, ensures reliable and safe operation of your
engine, and removes many of the pesky electronic nannies, emissions issues, and lights that
are unnecessary on a race car. The ECU is then fully sealed by Epic and returned directly to
you. If you need your ECU returned by a certain date , please contact us to ensure proper
handling and to determine expedited shipping needs â€” please allow one workweek for
turnaround. This race-spec calibration is for E46 cars only. You must have a properly running
car before tuning your ECU. Adding the Epic calibration to your ECU will not solve your
pre-existing problem or make Epic Motorsports or Advanced Auto Fabrication responsible for
diagnosing your pre-existing problem. Then email your tracking number to aafracing outlook.
Ship insured ECU package to:. Only logged in customers who have purchased this product may
leave a review. Remember Me. Username or Email. Features and Benefits: Optimized timing
Optimized Vanos mapping Optimized DISA engagement Optimized fuel mapping for Spec
exhaust 1st-4th gear rev limit, 5th Several limp mode functions eliminated Disable emissions
systems Speed limiter removed Raised idle speed prevents stalling due to lightweight flywheel
Manual transmission coding for proper aut
2003 chrysler town and country engine diagram
2001 dodge ram radio wiring harness
2010 vw bug
omatic to manual transmission conversion operation Read and write protected. You will not be
able to flash over this ECU file once sealed Fully sealed with tamper-proof seals- replacing
these seals will require return to Epic Motorsports for a full inspection and potential reflash add
additional charge For all ECU work, you must send the ECU from your running car as a core.
The sealing process of your ECU is not as simple as a custom flash, and therefore will require
up to one business week for processing. Rush processing is available with prior planning â€”
you MUST discuss this with your salesperson at the time of ordering to determine if existing
work schedule allows the expedited processing. Once sealed, your ECU will not be able to be
overwritten or modified in the future. Reviews There are no reviews yet. Brands: Advanced Auto
Fabrication. Login Username Password Remember Me. Register Username Email. Forgotten
Password? Register Lost your password? Back to Login. Products search.

